
PANCAKE-

REVOLUTION

V A N D E M E E S T E R . C O M

Can you make a perfect restaurant
style pancake in only 1 minute?

With this machine you can.

Use our special Easy pancakemix
specially designed for this machine

to make the best pancake ever.

Your customers will love
the taste and appearance of the pancake.

 

THE # 1 PANCAKEMACHINE FOR BIG PANCAKES AND FRENCH CREPES

We provide Pancake solutions.

The pancake revolution machine

is designed to make the production of
pancakes easy in restaurants lunchroom

 or foodtruck. 
No more heavy pans to lift

no more heat and fine particles damaging your
health of from your workers.

no more pale or burned pancakes

No more complaining customers !



Specifications:

The Pancake revolution machine is a electric machine to make Pancakes fast and easy.

Perfect for Dutch pancakes, German pancakes and British pancakes

The machine is German build with our own designed steel baking plates.
The steel baking plates are indestructable, and foodsafe.

The machine is fitted with a easy to use digital timer.

Set the timer at 1 minute.
Spray the baking plates slightly with our pan coating spray.

Use our special spoon to fill the plate with batter.
Close the lid and start the timer.

After 1 minute,the timer signal beeps, and your pancake is ready.

Your Pancake or sweet Crêpe is 30 cm in diameter, 
and the weight of the Pancake is around 160 grams.

It is possible to make a stack of pancakes in advance.
They can stay warm for 2 hours.

Once cold, put the pancake back into the machine, close the lid for 2 seconds.
Now the pancake is warmed up to 100 degrees Celcius.

Bacon onions apple, you can place the ingredients in the machine
and bake them shortly before adding the pancake batter over the ingredients.

Dimensions:
H: 305
W: 350
D: 500

Power:
220 volt
2200 W

Weight:
20 kg

The baking plates are easy detachable for fast cleaning

Our Happy Clients: Pancakerestaurants Foodtrucks Lunchrooms Corporaterestaurants Leisureparcs Cafe Bakeries Candystores 
Zoo Pastry shops Ice Cream parlours Gas stations Beach pavillion Museumrestaurant Bowlingrestaurant

And…. for you ?


